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CUSTOM THERAPAW DOG BOOT  ORDER/QUOTE 

FORM 2020 
 

 

  UK    
 

****************************************************************************************************************************************** 

OWNER INFORMATION                                                     DATE   _______/_______/______ 
 

Name : ______________________________________________________________________________   

Email:  __________________________________________       Tel: _________________________  

Address: __________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 QUOTE and PAYMENT     INFORMATION    (please  read    carefully)       
                                                                                                            

Upon receipt of this form we will assess what adaptations needed to a standard TheraPaw 
boot, their cost and email you the quote within 2 working days. 
The boot will    be    fabricated    upon    receipt    of    payment – allow 5 working days after payment for 
boot to be posted. 
We accept    payment via    BANK TRANSFER . There are no refunds on these custom    orders.             

  

 

Dog’s name _______________________ Age _______ Breed _____________________ weight ________  

How many hours per day will the pet be wearing the Boot/s? ____________________________ 

For what activities ? _______________________________________________________________ 

Measurements:  taken with dog in standing(preferably)  ______ or sitting  ______  or lying ______ ? 

See detail on pages below on how and where to measure. Only enter measurements for  the foot you require 

a custom adapted boot. Indicate if you have boot and will send it for adaptations or if we need to provide boot. 

Foot  & Msr 
In 
centimetres 

A – Paw 
width 

B – Paw 
Length 

 C- paw  
circ 

D – Wrist/Ankle 
Circumference 

E – wrist/ankle 
height 

Front Left       

Front Right      

Back  Left      

Back Right      

 
Further  Information: _____________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please send photos and if applicable some video of the dog moving too. Thank you 

 

At Classic Physiotherapy 
Tel: 07767455168 
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Directions 
1. Place a piece of paper on a hard floor surface. 

2. Have your dog stand and bear weight with the affected paw on the piece of paper. 

3. Trace around the outline of the paw, keeping the pen vertical and in continuous contact 

with the paw. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Determine the Paw Width (A) by measuring the paw tracing at its widest point. 

5. Determine the Paw Length (B) by measuring the paw tracing at its longest point to 

the tip of the nails. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C 

C   
 

  
 
 

D 
 

FRONT LEG BACK LEG 
6. Determine the Wrist/Ankle Circumference (D) by measuring the circumference at the 

midpoint of the wrist or ankle. 
7. Determine the Wrist/Ankle Height (E) by: 

a. Measuring the height from the back of the main footpad to the base of the 

carpal pad (Front Leg). 

b. Measuring the height from the top of the paw to the ankle joint (Back Leg). 

 
8. Paw circumference (C )

D 

D 
E 

E 

 

 A 

B 
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Helpful Hints and Other Useful Information 

1. Please provide photos of your dog’s paws (in standing) 

2. If your dog has “high” knuckles and toes, please add three quarters of a centimetre to your 

Paw Width measurement. 

3. If your dog is nervous about bearing weight on the piece of paper, lift his/her other paw 

off the ground. 

4. If your dog is not able to bear weight on the affected paw because of pain or a wound, 

measure the same paw 

(Front or Back) on the opposite side AS LONG AS that 

paw is similar in size and shape.  
 
 
Thera-Paw Boot Custom Modifications in the UK 

Custom modifications can be made to Thera-Paw boots so that they better fit your pet. 

Some options are: 

  

a. If your dog’s Wrist/Ankle Circumference (D) is WIDER (your measurement is 

greater) than the determined paw 

size, then the Thera-Paw boot cuff needs to be widened 

[we widen the cuff of the boot by adding more neoprene 
(stretchy material) to the cuff]. 

b. If your dog’s Wrist/Ankle Height (E) is SHORTER (your measurement is less) than the 
determined paw size, then the Thera-Paw boot cuff needs to be cut down. 

c. If your dog has sensitive skin or is prone to sores on the toes then we can add 
sheepskin to the inside of the boot. 

d. If your dog has toes missing and the foot moves in the boot we can add support to the 
area of missing toes (sometimes) 

 


